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Abstract
Using cost-effective fabrication methods to manufacture a high-performance
solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is helpful to enhance the commercial viability.
Here, we report an anode-supported SOFC with a three-layer Gd0.1Ce0.9O1.95

(gadolinia-doped-ceria [GDC])/Y0.148Zr0.852O1.926 (8YSZ)/GDC electrolyte sys-
tem. The first dense GDC electrolyte is fabricated by co-sintering a thin, screen-
printed GDC layer with the anode support (NiO–8YSZ substrate and NiO–GDC
anode) at 1400◦C for 5 h. Subsequently, two electrolyte layers are deposited
via physical vapor deposition. The total electrolyte thickness is less than 5 μm
in an area of 5 × 5 cm2, enabling an area-specific ohmic resistance as low as
0.125 Ω cm−2 at 500◦C (under open circuit voltage), and contributing to a power
density as high as 1.2W cm−2 at 650◦C (at an operating cell voltage of 0.7 V, using
humidified [10 vol.% H2O] H2 as fuel and air as oxidant). This work provides an
effective strategy and shows the great potential of using GDC as an electrolyte
for high-performance SOFC at intermediate temperature.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) face the challenge of main-
taining low area specific resistance (ASR) at reduced tem-
peratures as the electrochemical processes taking place in
the cell are thermally activated. Focusing on the electrolyte
for the present work, theASR of the electrolyte (ASRel) can

This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the
original work is properly cited.
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be described by its thickness L and material conductivity σ
at given temperature: ASRel = 𝐿 ⋅ 𝜎−1. Thus, the effective
strategies to decrease the ASRel are to fabricate a thin elec-
trolyte layer and/or apply a high conductivity material.1,2
Gadolinia-doped ceria (GDC) is a well-known fast oxy-

gen ion conducting material with a conductivity around
5 × 10−3 S cm−1 at 500◦C,3,4 permitting a layer with a
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thickness above 5 μm to satisfy the ASRel = 0.1 Ω cm−2

requirement.5 The main drawback of this material for the
application as an electrolyte is the limited oxygen partial
pressure (𝑝O2) range of the electrolytic domain. Doped
ceria shows mixed ionic and electronic conduction behav-
ior under reducing atmosphere,4,6 resulting in a delete-
rious current leakage that critically reduces the cell effi-
ciency by a deviation of the cell voltage from the Nernst
voltage. The reduced voltage is due to an internal short cir-
cuit, where the voltage deviation is Δ𝑉 = 𝐼el ⋅ 𝑅el, with Iel
andRel being the electronic current through and resistance
of the electrolyte, respectively. Although it is found that
the problem of current leakage decreases with decreas-
ing temperature6 and increasing thickness,7 the reduced
cell voltage is still observed even at a temperature of 450–
550◦C8,9 and a thickness of 20–40 μm.7,9 Moreover, a thick
electrolyte inevitably increases the ASRel.
Therefore, a more effective approach to circumvent the

short-circuit issue of GDC under reducing conditions is
to use a pure oxygen ion-conducting YSZ layer to block
the electron conduction, so-called bi-layer electrolyte
strategy.10–12 Taking one specific example here, the open
circuit voltage ( OCV) of an SOFC with a GDC electrolyte
was substantially increased from 0.6 V to near 1.1 V—the
Nernst voltage value—using a YSZ (200 nm)/GDC (1 μm)
bilayer electrolyte, accompanied with a peak power den-
sity increase from 0.38 to over 1 W cm−2 at 600◦C (gas con-
dition: air and 97% H2 with 3% H2O).12 However, such a
YSZ/GDCbi-layer electrolyte naturally increases theASRel
compared to the YSZ single-layer electrolyte (assuming the
same YSZ thickness),13 unless the YSZ can be fabricated
much thinner, as thin as a sub-micrometer scale.10
In addition to the bilayer strategy, a tri-layer electrolyte

system consisting of a GDC layer on the anode side, a
YSZ electron-blocking layer in the middle and a second
GDC buffer layer on the cathode side was proposed.14–16 In
this configuration, fabrication is simplified by enabling the
deposition of a thicker GDC layer to ensure gas tightness,
followed by a thin YSZ layer that interdicts the leakage cur-
rent. The final GDC layer is typically necessary to ensure
compatibility with high-performance air electrodes.17–19
However, as proof-of-concept, both groups used physical
vapor deposition (PVD) techniques to deposit all func-
tional layers, from anode to cathode.
In this study, we further explore the potential of such

tri-layer electrolyte system by combining themore scalable
ceramic powder processing technique screen printing20,21
with magnetron sputtering.22 The first GDC layer is fab-
ricated by screen printing on a 5 × 5-cm2 anode substrate
with a thin anode layer, and the half-cell is subsequently
co-sintered to ensure a gas-tight electrolyte. Another
key advantage is the ability to integrate an Ni–GDC
anode (which additionally offers higher performance and

stability than Ni/YSZ3,23) in the cell, which is a major
challenge when using a zirconia-based electrolyte during
co-sintering. The subsequent YSZ and GDC layers are fab-
ricated by sputtering to avoid the chemical interdiffusion
between YSZ and GDC.24,25 The methods demonstrated
here can be adapted to a large-scale and highly automated
fabrication of high-performance SOFC.

2 EXPERIMENTALMETHODS

2.1 Screen printing paste synthesis

All the chemicals used for the electrolyte screen printing
paste synthesis are commercially available, with their sup-
plier information listed in Table S1. The paste was synthe-
sized in two steps. First, GDC powder (as ordered, without
treatment), terpineol, and dispersant with a weight ratio of
64:33:3 (an optimized ratio to achieve the highest solid con-
tent in the paste and optimized viscosity for screen print-
ing) were thoroughly mixed in a tumbling mixer (Turbula
T2F, Willy A. Bachofen, Uster, Switzerland) at a speed of
72 rpm for 24h to get a homogeneous pre-suspension.Next,
a mixture of ethyl cellulose and terpineol with a weight
ratio of 15:85was added to the pre-suspensionwith aweight
ratio of 20:80 and thenmixed in a planetary vacuummixer
(ARV-310CE, THINKY Corporation, Japan) at a speed of
1400 rpm for 2min to obtain the final screen-printing paste.

2.2 Tri-layer electrolyte fabrication

A 5 × 5-cm2 anode support consisting of a highly porous
NiO/8YSZ (weight ratio of 60:40) substrate (∼0.5 mm) and
a microporous NiO/GDC (weight ratio of 50:50) function
layer (∼7 μm) established in Forschungszentrum Jülich
was used.26 The first GDC layer was fabricated by screen
printing the synthesized paste on the support using a semi-
automatic screen printer (X1, EKRA, Germany). After dry-
ing in the dryer at 60◦C for 2 h, the screen-printed layerwas
then co-sintered with the anode support at 1400◦C (with a
heating and cooling rate of 3 K min−1) for 5 h to fully den-
sify the first GDC layer. The second YSZ and third GDC
layers were fabricated by PVD using a commercial CS 400
ES cluster system (Von Ardenne Anlagentechnik GmbH,
Germany). The commercial YSZ (Y0.148Zr0.852O1.926, Tosoh,
Japan) and GDC (Gd0.1Ce0.9O1.95, Fuelcellmaterials, USA)
powders were uniaxial-statically pressed and then sintered
at 1500◦C for 5 h in air to yield PVD targets. Prior to the
PVD coating, the fully sintered GDC electrolyte surface
was first cleaned using organic solvents (acetone, ethanol,
and deionized water mixture) in ultrasonic bath, followed
by a sputtering etching (0.7 W cm−2, 1200 s) to condi-
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tion the surface. Specifically, electron beam physical vapor
deposition was used for YSZ electron blocking layer fabri-
cation and reactive magnetron sputtering for the GDC bar-
rier layer. The samplewas heated to 800◦Cwith a ramp rate
of 5 K min−1, whereas the deposition time and bias power
were adjusted to reach the desired thickness and density of
each PVD layer.

2.3 Electrochemical characterization

For the single-cell performance test, an La0.58Sr0.4CoO3−δ
(LSC) cathodewas used. The LSC cathode layer, with a size
of 1 × 1 cm2, was screen printed on the half-cell and sin-
tered at 850◦C for 3 h with a heating rate of 3 K min−1.
Prior to the cell test, the cell was first reduced at 800◦C
increasing theH2 amount in anH2/N2 fuel gasmixture in a
well-defined reduction procedure. The details of the single-
cell measurement setup have been described previously.27
The IV-characteristics were measured from 800 to 400◦C.
On the cathode side, ambient air was used and H2 with
a humidity of 12% H2O was fed to the fuel side. The elec-
trochemical impedance spectra (EIS) were collected under
open circuit voltage conditions with 10-mV AC amplitude
in the range from 1 MHz to 0.03 Hz using a Solartron 1260
frequency response analyzer. A total of three cells were
tested, with very good reproducibility.

2.4 Microstructure characterization

The microstructure investigations were conducted by
using scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM) (ZEISSULTRA

55, Oberkochen, Germany). The sample preparation was
done by grinding with SiC sandpaper of different grid sizes
and polishing with a diamond paste of particle size from
3 μm to sub-micrometer.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Microstructure

Figure 1A shows a typical cross-sectional SEMmicrostruc-
ture of a half-cell with a macro-porous Ni–YSZ substrate,
a finer Ni–GDC anode, and a dense GDC electrolyte layer.
After co-sintering with the anode at 1400◦C for 5 h, a
continuous and homogeneous GDC layer was formed on
the anode. The detailed SEM observation of the electrolyte
layer (Figure 1B) shows a highly dense microstructure
(which is further confirmed by the air leakage rate test in
Figure S1) and yields an estimated thickness around 4 μm.
As the same material (GDC) is used in both the electrolyte
and the anode composite, the electrolyte is well connected
to the anode at the interface, providing good mechanical
stability. The top view of the screen-printed electrolyte
surface after sintering (Figure 1C) shows a dense and
smooth surface morphology, particularly favorable for the
sub-micrometer-scale thin-film fabrication by PVD.14,28
This is illustrated in Figure 1D, where two continuous
and dense YSZ (light blue bar) and GDC (dark blue
bar) layers with thickness around 800 and 600 nm were
achieved via PVD on the screen-printed electrolyte surface
(note: Figure 1D shows the fuel electrode in the reduced
state).

F IGURE 1 SEM images of (A)
cross-sectional structure of the half-cell with
the screen-printed GDC electrolyte layer after
sintering at 1400◦C for 5 h, (B) cross-sectional
structure of the screen-printed electrolyte
layer, (C) surface morphology of the
screen-printed electrolyte layer after
sintering, and (D) cross-sectional structure of
the half-cell after the PVD deposition of YSZ
and GDC layers (with colored bar
representing different components: dark
green—substrate; light green—anode; dark
blue—GDC electrolyte; light blue—YSZ
electrolyte). (A), (B), and (D) are operated in
BSD mode, whereas (C) is operated in in-lens
SE mode. BSD, backscattered electron
detector; PVD, physical vapor deposition; SE,
secondary electron; SEM, scanning electron
microscopy
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F IGURE 2 Cell voltage (closed symbol) and power density
(half-closed symbol) as a function of current density operated from
750 to 500◦C, ambient air and humidified H2 (with 12 vol.% H2O)
were used

3.2 Single-cell performance

Figure 2 compares the voltage (v) and power density (P)
dependence on current density (i) measured at different
temperatures. The OCVs from 750 to 500◦C are 1.01, 1.03,
1.04, 1.05, 1.06 and 1.07 V, respectively, corresponding to a
relative humidity in the fuel gas around 22% ± 2% at each
temperature. The difference to the nominal humidity is
most likely due to gas leakage through the electrolyte,
possibly a warpage of the cell that hinders a gastight
integration in the cell housing, or residual electronic
leakage current through the electrolyte. Although such
leakage is not desirable, the investigated cells are proto-
types and efforts to improve the leakage rate are currently
underway. However, the measured power densities are
exceptionally high, reaching 1.68 W cm−2 at 750◦C and
1.31 W cm−2 at 650◦C for a current density of 2 A cm−2,
which are higher than most state-of-the-art SOFCs with
thin-film electrolytes or even comparable with the faster-
ion-conducting proton conductors (seen in the detailed
comparison in Table S2). However, with temperatures
below 650◦C, the resistance (Δv/Δi) increases quickly,
indicating a high activation energy of the dominant
processes, probably in the electrode, which will be further
investigated in the impedance measurement.
The typical Nyquist plots of the EIS for the cell mea-

sured at different temperatures under OCV are compared
in Figure S2A. In the plot, the high-frequency intercept
on the real axis is assumed to be the ohmic resistance
(Rohm) mainly from the oxygen ion conduction through
the electrolyte, whereas the difference between the low-
and high-frequency intercept is the polarization resistance
from the electrodes (Rpol). It clearly shows that Rpol dom-
inates the overall resistance of the cell at OCV, suggesting

F IGURE 3 Ohmic (Rohm) and electrode polarization resistance
(Rpol) comparison as a function of temperature (the related Nyquist
plots and DRTs are shown in Figure S2). DRT, DRT, distribution of
relaxation time

that the thin electrolyte effectively reduces Rohm, partic-
ularly at low temperatures. Specifically, the correspond-
ing ASRohm at 650, 600, 550 and 500◦C was 0.01, 0.03,
0.06 and 0.13 Ω cm−2, respectively. These values are much
lower compared to the 1-μmthickYSZ and even lower than
a 5-μm BaCe0.55Zr0.3Y0.15O3−δ (BZCY) proton-conducting
electrolyte (which is favored as low temperature applica-
tion due to its high proton conductivity), Table S2. The
measured ASRohm for our cell also agrees with the values
expected from the given thickness and conductivity val-
ues of YSZ and GDC at specific temperature. For exam-
ple, at 500◦C, the corresponding conductivity values of YSZ
(∼1 × 10−3 S cm−1) and GDC (∼6 × 10−3 S cm−1)5 give
a total theoretical ASR of ∼0.1 Ω cm−2, closely matching
the measured ohmic resistance value (∼0.13 Ω cm−2) here.
In short, the exceptionally low ASRohm obtained for our
tri-layer electrolyte demonstrates its superiority over the
challenging-to-fabricate thin YSZ.
Figure 3 compares the dependence of ohmic (Rohm)

and electrode polarization resistances (Rpol) on tempera-
ture shown in the form of an Arrhenius plot. Although
the ohmic contribution can be fitted with a linear func-
tion across the entire temperature range (yielding an
activation energy of EA = 0.88 eV), the polarization
resistance is clearly not well described with a single
activation energy across the entire temperature range.
When fitting a high-(700–800◦C) and a low-temperature
(400–650◦C) line, the activation energies of EA = 0.57 and
1.02 eV are obtained, respectively. This behavior is very
similar to that described by Riegraf et al. for Ni–GDC elec-
trodes, although the origin of the different slopes is still
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F IGURE 4 Polished cross-sectional BSD
SEM images of (A) the full cell structure, and
(B) the enlarged electrolyte structure as well
as its interfaces with the electrodes, after
single-cell test (with colored bar representing
different components: dark green—substrate;
light green—anode; dark blue—GDC
electrolyte; light blue—YSZ electrolyte; light
brown—cathode). BSD, backscattered
electron detector; SEM, scanning electron
microscopy

under debate.29 However, the similarity indicates that the
electrode response is dominated by the Ni–GDC electrode,
although the investigated cells in our work have additional
gas diffusion impedance from the support that overlaps
with the impedance of the Ni–GDC anode. As can be seen
in the distribution of relaxation time in Figure S2, the peak
at the lowest frequency shows clear temperature depen-
dence, meaning that gas diffusion in the support (which
shows hardly any temperature dependence) is not the only
cause of this peak. In comparison, the LSCelectrode plays a
negligible role. This is confirmed by comparing the polar-
ization values to those published for the same LSC cath-
odes, which are typically one order of magnitude smaller
than the obtained polarization resistances of the investi-
gated cell at all temperatures.30 Therefore, even without a
detailed analysis of the impedance spectrum (which is a
work in progress), there is strong evidence that the elec-
trode polarization of the investigated cell is strongly domi-
nated by the Ni–GDC electrode.
As a side note, the activation energy of the ohmic resis-

tance indicates that the ohmic resistance is dominated or
at least heavily influenced by the YSZ layer, as the obtained
value of EA = 0.88 eV is surprisingly high for GDC and
more characteristic of YSZ. This is not unexpected, as the
GDC layer is approximately 6–8 times thicker than the YSZ
layer, which is very close to the ratio of the respectivemate-
rial conductivities at this temperature (see previouslymen-
tioned text). Further improvement of the electrolyte ASR
can therefore be obtained from reducing the YSZ thickness
rather than the GDC thickness.

3.3 Microstructure analysis after cell
test

Figure 4 shows the SEMmicrostructure observed after the
single-cell performance test. The cell maintains its origi-
nal integrated structure for all the functional layers after
cell test, with no obvious delamination or cracks found
(Figure 4A). The anode becomes highly porous due to the
complete reduction of NiO. In a more focused observation
(Figure 4B), we can see a tight adherence of the LSC cath-

ode layer to the GDC electrolyte layer, indicating no detri-
mental effects of the mismatch of the coefficient of ther-
mal expansion of both materials (LSC: ∼20 × 10−6 K−1,31
GDC: ∼12 × 10−6 K−1). Though a slight deformation of
GDC should be expected due to its partial reduction under
reducing atmosphere, the tri-layer electrolyte keeps its
original dense and flat structure. A detailed investigation
of the mechanical stresses in the cell under different con-
ditions is currently in progress. In brief, despite the very
thin thickness, the electrolyte fabricated in this work has
sufficient mechanical stability.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we developed a high-performance LT-SOFC
with the implementation of a tri-layer ceria–zirconia–
ceria electrolyte system, using screen printing and sputter-
ing. Although GDC by itself is not favored for electrolyte
applications for intermediate temperature SOFC due to
its mixed electronic and ionic conduction behavior and
YSZ is challenging to be fabricated in a sub-micrometer
scale, we successfully overcome these obstacles by inte-
grating the use of screen printing a ∼4-μm dense GDC
electrolyte layer (with an area of 5 × 5 cm2) and physical
vapor depositing a ∼800-nm YSZ electron blocking layer
atop. Correspondingly, the overall electrolyte resistance is
only ∼0.01 Ω cm−2 at 650◦C (and ∼0.13 Ω cm−2 at 500◦C),
contributing to a high-performance IT-SOFCwith a power
density of 1.2Wcm−2 operated at 650◦Cand0.7V.Our abil-
ity to fabricate such thin, dense, and large area electrolyte
layer demonstrated here is easy to be implemented in a
large-scale and highly automated way. It is thus meaning-
ful for building high-performance SOFC stacks operated at
low temperature. Further work is ongoing to evaluate the
long-term stability and investigate cell operation with syn-
gas fuel as well as further simplification of the fabrication
processes.
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